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Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley at East Palo Alto Debuts
Curated Music Experience at Quattro Restaurant
   

August 16, 2016,  Palo Alto, Silicon Valley, U.S.A.
 

Following the recent enhancement of Quattro terrace with the addition of sleek fire tables and comfy lounge

furniture,  Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley at East Palo Alto adds a new mood-enhancing element to

the Quattro restaurant dining experience. The newly installed premium sound system and a fresh curated

music program by international music design agency BELLOSOUND elevates the well-established Palo

Alto Italian eatery.  Four Seasons  Silicon Valley will be the first  Four Seasons  property in the United States

to incorporate the innovative music program into its restaurants following in the taste-making footsteps of the

brand’s flagship property in Toronto. The Signature Sound of Quattro takes direct musical inspiration from

the local area, the ambiance and cuisine of the restaurant and fuses it with an eclectic mix of cutting-edge

and sophisticated sounds; an audio experience designed to have feet tapping and heads bobbing along to

the beat.

Partnering with BELLOSOUND Founder Daniel Buckman, guests and Quattro patrons alike will have the

opportunity to discover The Signature Sound of Quattro with a one night live DJ performance held in Quattro

at Four Seasons from 6:30 pm onwards on Thursday, August, 25 2016. The event, with no cover charge, will

kick-start a monthly live DJ event to be held in The Bar featuring local and international DJs. David Farah,

General Manager of Quattro, says, “BELLOSOUND has proven to be a welcomed addition to the dining

http://www.fourseasons.com/siliconvalley/dining/restaurants/quattro/
http://www.fourseasons.com/siliconvalley/
http://bellosound.com/#/intro
https://fourseasons.app.box.com/v/the-signature-sound-of-quattro
http://www.fourseasons.com/siliconvalley/dining/lounges/the_bar/
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experience at our Toronto property and we’re excited to bring a similar vibe to Palo Alto and the greater

Silicon Valley area for guests and locals to enjoy.”

Newly released hand-crafted summer cocktails feature interactive elements including Quattro’s signature the

Augmented Reality, a mystifying colour-changing beverage featuring locally-produced Hangar 1 Vodka. The

new Intermezzo menu takes a creative spin on classic gastro pub cuisine and dishes are designed to share.

Highlights include short rib sliders with porcini marmalade and yucca fries and the decadent foie gras melt

with taleggio cheese and peach ketchup. End things on a sweet note with the crowd pleasing Italian-style

bombolini donuts served warm with salted caramel and chocolate spice sauces.
• The Signature Sound of Quattro live DJ performance - Thursday, August, 25 2016 from 6:30

pm onwards
• To make a reservation at Quattro, call 1 650 470-2889 or visit online.

About Quattro Restaurant
Quattro Restaurant is a sophisticated yet playful fine dining experience whether in the main dining room,

The Bar or Intermezzo area to satisfy cravings in between meals.  The spirit of innovation is enlivened

as Italian recipes from the Old World tradition are transformed into modern culinary masterpieces. With a

rotating menu that changes with the season, dishes are created using premium, locally-sourced produce.

The extensive wine list at Quattro of more than 300 bottles features wines from around the globe with a

focus on California and Italy.  In addition to more than 30 wines available by the glass, Quattro offers an

opportunity for guests to choose a selection of wines available in 2, 4, or 6 ounce glasses poured from an

enomatic preservation system.  The bar menu features innovative hand-crafted cocktails with a focus on

incorporating craft distilled spirits and local ingredients whenever possible. Keep up-to-date about Quattro

events and promotions on Facebook, and follow @FSPaloAlto on Instagram and Twitter.
About BELLOSOUND
Love what you hear; that’s what BELLOSOUND is all about. They are that fine detail that makes an

environment memorable. BELLOSOUND’s strength is their ability to combine unmatched music duration

with strong image and brand sensibility. They know that style resonates beyond visual cues and what you

hear affects how you feel. Daniel Buckman founded BELLOSOUND in 2006, recognising a genuine need

and unique opportunity in the ever-evolving music industry. Upon graduating from The Richard Ivey School

of Business and spending time abroad studying in Milan, Daniel returned to Canada and amassed a wealth

of knowledge spanning 10 years in the industry. Daniel has established one of the most sought-after DJ and

music-curation teams in North America. But Daniel's vision extends beyond the audible, as BELLOSOUND

continuously showcases music's ability to create a unique environment, strengthen brand identity and

connect people on an emotional level.
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http://hangarone.com/
http://www.fourseasons.com/siliconvalley/dining/lounges/intermezzo/
http://www.fourseasons.com/siliconvalley/dining/restaurants/quattro/
http://www.quattrorestaurant.com/wine.php
https://www.facebook.com/FourSeasonsHotelPaloAlto
https://instagram.com/fspaloalto/
https://twitter.com/FSPaloAlto
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March 31, 2017,  Palo Alto, Silicon Valley, U.S.A.
Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley Launches [esc] - A Sleek Lounge-Style Lobby and
Dining Destination in Palo Alto

http://publish.url/siliconvalley/hotel-news/2017/new-esc-lobby-and-dining.html

 
March 22, 2017,  Palo Alto, Silicon Valley, U.S.A.
Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley at East Palo Alto Partners with Silicon Valley
Innovation Center to Offer Exclusive Silicon Valley Tech Experiences for Groups

http://publish.url/siliconvalley/hotel-news/2017/silicon-valley-tech-experiences-for-
groups.html
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